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Research Question & Methods

Research Question
1. Is FINTRAC equipped to address 

existing and emerging challenges 
of TF up to 2020?
a) Legislation / Regulation
b) Policy / Stakeholders
c) Criteria, Metrics, Measures to 

assess performance
d) Is there a typology of TF specific 

in/to Canada compared to other 
Western democracies?

e) TF emerging risks

Methods
• Existing literature & studies
• Primary docs/data (CA, US, UK, AU, 

FATF, UNSC etc.)
• Interviews with SMEs, stakeholders 

(12), officials (pending; est. 10)
• Feedback & User-Generated 

response and revision

Timeline: remaining interviews: April-May
Feedback & response + revision: May
Complete: June



Summary

Q. Is FINTRAC equipped to address existing and emerging challenges of TF 
up to 2020?

A. Yes…but challenges evident that require attention so complacency & 
inattention poses its own risks to Canada’s ATF regime
a) Legislation – is broad enough, but regulatory approach must remain dynamic and 

adaptable
b) Policy / Operations / Networks / Stakeholders – is generally effective given 

resource constraints and scale of TF problem
c) Criteria, Metrics, Measures to assess performance – FATF Assessment 2016
d) Is there a typology of TF specific in/to Canada compared to other Western 

democracies? – not really, though lower (but not insignificant) TF threat in Canada 
than elsewhere

e) TF emerging risks – remain emergent: diversity of resourcing methods is a 
challenge in itself: old, new, and emergent TF/TR is evident globally



TF challenge
• AQ – handful of individuals, legitimate & 

illegitimate means, simple methods
• Al Shabaab – some financing networks in 

Canada
• FFs/Extremist Travellers – frequently self-funded 

&/or family + friends: deplete accounts, max-
out credit etc.

• HAMAS – small groups of supporters in Canada
• Hizballah – global network of support that spans 

Americas, Europe, M.East, Africa; has an 
established fundraising network in Canada

• Diversity: ‘hardly find a single 
way in which funds have not 
been raised for some militant 
group’

• Many forms of TF & beyond 
“money”: resources/resourcing

• Domestic & international 
• Lower TF threat, but not 

insignificant
• ‘terrorist financing is a smaller 

proportion of the work that we 
[FINTRAC] do, compared to 
money laundering and 
organized crime…money 
laundering remains a more 
significant amount of work, 
probably 70 to 75 per cent’

• ‘little bit of virtual currency, but 
not much’



TF: Illustrative Examples
Revenue generation Example / Illustrative Case
Criminal / Proceeds of Crime Robbery: convenience & 15 year old in Montreal (2014) $2,200: smuggling, thefts, insurance fraud & fake accidents

Private donations $10,000+ collected across Canada by multiple individuals. Guilty plea (not terrorism); Thambithurai case (2008

Charity / Not-for-profit IRFAN-Canada: approx. $14.6 million resources to operating partners that were run by officials of Hamas

Extortion ‘Revolutionary taxes’ e.g. Taliban “telecom tax”, PKK business protection taxes, LTTE extortion of diaspora

Kidnapping for Ransom Robert Fowler, Mellissa Fung, Amanda Lindhout, Colin Rutherford, Robert Hall, John Ridsdel

Legitimate systems (misuse) ATM withdrawals in Syria/Iraq; Loans (cashed out / fraud); multiple accounts & overdrafts; Wire Transfers; prepaid 
cards

Legitimate Business (fronts) Bars, Restaurants: Tahawwur Rana example of immigration law office as front support to David Headley

State sponsorship Iran, Syria as designated state sponsors

Self-Funding Including use of social benefits, allowances – examples from Denmark

Micro-funding (family/friends) Khawaja: $6,800 to UK associates (TF conviction); Zafirr Golamaully (UK); Jack Letts case UK

Internet-based & Social media Evident, anecdotal, but very likely in existence: cyber-digital as a (usual) facilitating factor

Virtual currencies Suspected and implied, but little concrete evidence & data

Natural resources Oil production & distribution (ISIS/ISIL); Charcoal (Al Shabaab); Minerals. Basically anything with value

Other Project Saluki (2002) & WTM as a front organization; illicit trafficking; cultural artefacts; 



Legislation
• “RCMP confirms that it assesses the existence of a 

TF component in every national security 
investigation” (65)

• FATF finding noted all high-risk areas covered, 
“except legal counsels, legal firms, and Quebec 
notaries. This constitutes a significant loophole in 
Canada’s AML/CTF framework” (3)

• ‘Ottawa will attempt to close Fintrac lawyer 
loophole’ Vancouver Sun Oct. 2016 – NB 
AML issue

• OPC concerns: relevancy, excessive information: 
‘In March 2009, FINTRAC’s databases contained 
approximately 101 million reports; this number 
increased to approximately 165 million reports by 
March 2012.’ ‘we identified STRs where there was 
no reasonable grounds to suspect money 
laundering or terrorist financing activities’ 



Policy, Operations, Networks, Stakeholders

• Policy & regulations: under constant review: http://www.fintrac-canafe.gc.ca/publications/guide/guide-eng.asp

• Operations: terrorism investigations all have a financial component; 
prosecuting a TF offence when sufficient evidence; ability to pursue 
TF evident; frequent use of other measures to disrupt TF; 

• Networks: 
• FINTRAC-CSIS-RCMP-CRA-CBSA & other liaison & cooperation evident + 

international MOUs
• CRA-Charities enhanced outreach plan reflects best practices  

• Outreach to stakeholders, awareness, training: everyone always 
wants more. Typologies, Criteria, Specifics





Performance Assessment: FATF evaluation (2016)
• Effectiveness ratings

• Substantial: Risk policy & coordination; international 
cooperation; supervision; TF investigation & 
prosecution; TF preventive measures & financial 
sanctions; 

• Moderate: Preventive measures; Financial intelligence; 
Confiscation; ML investigation & prosecution; PF 
financial sanctions

• Low: Legal persons & arrangements
• Technical compliance ratings

• 40 ratings: Compliant (11), Largely compliant (18), 
Partially compliant (6), Non-compliant (5)

• Terrorist financing offence = largely compliant
• Targeted financial sanctions (T &TF) = largely compliant

• US 2016 MER = C (9), LC (21), PC (6), NC (4)

• Significant progress since 2007
• FINTRAC and RE additional 

information issues
• Good level of understanding of TF 

risks
• Effective cooperation in CTF
• 2 x TF convictions
• Regular use of other disruption 

measures
• TF-related TFS generally good for 

large FIs, Designated Non-Financial 
Business & Professions limited 
awareness

• Few assets frozen ‘not 
unreasonable in the Canadian 
context’

• Charities/NPOs risk-based: risk of 
misuse high, but few inspections



Canada-specific TF typology?

O’Halloran et al 2016. TSAS WP 16-10

• Not really: wide variety of activities and means of TF
• Small, sporadic acts – likely not detect TF
• Support to large insurgent-groups – transnational aspects
• Domestic & FFs – legitimate, friends, fraud issues

• Variation in groups/inspired-by activity, e.g. charities vs individuals
• Use of legitimate system for illegitimate purposes, banking, MSBs 

etc.
• Some newer methods indicated, but simple, tried, trusted, 

accessible methods appear to dominate
• Financing evident component of terrorist investigations: one of 

the tools, leads, methods, to collect intelligence, evidence, etc.
• Difficulty of proving TF likely accounts for small # of 

prosecutions & preference for disruption
• Metrics…not just prosecutions

• For Lone actors, FFs/travellers, TF information might be an 
important indicator of mobilization



Emerging TF risks



Conclusion
• Work on-going
• Nothing significant out of line with 

published research, reports, and 
other data

• TF illustrative of complexity of CT
• Not one dimensional
• National-international aspects
• Cooperation essential
• Complex system evident
• Expect challenges
• Dynamic & Adaptive + Evolving 

system
• Technology always an issue
• Human element: training, 

awareness, assistance


